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I CAN READ at 60! by Leonard S. Marcus 

 

In the spring of 1954, John Hersey, a journalist best known as the author of Hiroshima, 

published a report in Life magazine that lamented the subpar reading skills of America’s 

schoolchildren and dared the nation’s publishers to do something about it. Hersey laid the blame 

for the crisis on the dreary, literal-minded standard school texts—the Dick and Jane primers and 

others—that made learning to read seem hardly worth the effort. The following year, educator 

Rudolf Flesch’s fiery critique Why Johnny Can’t Read further intensified the national debate. It 

was about then that Virginia Haviland, Reader’s Advisor for Children at the Boston Public 

Library, told Harper’s Ursula Nordstrom about a recent incident at a Boston branch library. A 

young boy, it seems, had burst through the library door, crowing, “I can read! I can read!”—then 

demanded: “Where are the books for me?” Haviland had had to admit that, apart from the pallid 

Dick and Janes found at schools, books designed expressly for newly independent readers could 

hardly be said to exist. Quick to grasp both the need and the opportunity, Nordstrom invited 

Harper authors Margret Rey, Esther Averill, and Charlotte Zolotow to rise to the challenge. 

Nothing much came of their efforts, however. 

 The project languished until—“hot off the elevator,” as Nordstrom later recalled—a Danish-

born Long Island schoolteacher named Else Holmelund Minarik came to see her without an 

appointment one day, manuscript in hand. Minarik had written—and illustrated—a short story 

about a wide-eyed bear cub and his doting mother. She had written it, she said, for her toddler-

aged daughter, who had shown a precocious interest in learning to read. When the brief, 

deliberately pared-down text worked well, Minarik mimeographed copies for her first-graders at 

school. When they too responded positively, she decided to try her luck with publishers and 
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submitted the manuscript to Random House, where the editor asked if she would consider 

changing the bears to (more realistic) humans. Minarik replied that she would not. As she 

recalled decades later: “I thought to myself, children of all colors would be reading the stories. 

All children love animals. Bears are fine.” 

 Minarik then approached Harper. Not only did Ursula Nordstrom have no objection to bears, 

but she also recognized the taut little narrative as ideal material for the kind of slender “I Can 

Read” volume; by then, she had been searching for a good two years. Her sole request to Minarik 

was that she compose a few companion stories to be published alongside the first one. This time, 

the author was happy to oblige, whereupon Nordstrom offered her a contract and assigned the 

illustrations to a rising star on the Harper list named Maurice Sendak. Publication was set for 

August of 1957. 

 Little Bear came together so seamlessly that anticipation of a major success was running 

high in the Harper’s Department of Books for Boys and Girls when, with less than six months to 

go before publication, Random House delivered an unwelcome bolt from the blue: the release of 

its own inaugural beginning-reader series title, The Cat in the Hat. The news sent Nordstrom 

scrambling to garner support for a book she was sure had all the earmarks of a classic, even if it 

could no longer be trumpeted as the “first” of its kind. Virginia Haviland willingly supplied an 

enthusiastic endorsement, as did the pioneering school library advocate Ruth Ersted, who wrote 

in part: “This is what we have all been waiting for! Teachers and elementary school librarians 

have long been seeking . . . a story that would reveal the magic and the fun of reading. Little 

Bear is magic.”  

 Theodor Geisel, as Dr. Seuss, had performed the remarkable party trick of composing The 

Cat in the Hat entirely from a “controlled vocabulary” list of fewer than three hundred words 
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identified as easy-to-recognize “sight words” by reading specialists. Nordstrom had opted for a 

more intuitive—and literary—approach, with “no vocabulary restrictions whatsoever, other than 

those the author, considering the general age group for which he is writing, imposes upon 

himself,” as Nordstrom later explained to a critic. To insure the books’ soundness from a 

developmental standpoint, Nordstrom engaged Minarik as series adviser. 

 As Nordstrom anxiously awaited the public’s response to Little Bear and contemplated the 

project’s future, a clever but still-raw manuscript came into the office from veteran New Yorker 

cartoonist Syd Hoff. The story concerned a boy who dreams that a museum dinosaur has come to 

life and taken him for a joyride. The in-house reader reports on Danny and the Dinosaur were 

decidedly mixed: the narrative, it was agreed, was sprinkled with “very, very funny” bits but the 

dream device seemed forced—and unnecessary. Nordstrom deposited Danny and the Dinosaur 

on her “confused table”—the tall stack of submissions that merited further thought, and invited 

the author, a former Brooklynite who now lived in Florida, to see her the next time he was in 

New York. A productive meeting followed, then two intensive rounds of editing by mail, after 

which Danny, complete with Hoff’s amiable deadpan drawings, joined Little Bear on the I Can 

Read list in the fall of 1958 alongside Minarik and Sendak’s second collaboration, No Fighting, 

No Biting! By then, the deadline cartoonist had finished two more I Can Read manuscripts—

Sammy the Seal and Julius—and had others percolating. 

 From then onward, the I Can Read format—sixty-four pages, with a maximum of 300–350 

text-lines each of no more than thirty-eight characters—would serve as a kind of screen for 

evaluating a wide range of the promising story material that routinely landed on Nordstrom’s 

desk. The hunt for new series titles took other forms as well. A family anecdote recounted by 

novelist Mary Stolz one day during a freewheeling conversation in Nordstrom’s office struck the 
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editor as potential I Can Read gold. Following up by letter in February of 1957—months before 

the publication of Little Bear—she reminded Stolz of the major plot points: “You said that 

Emmet [sic] loved pigs, gave thanks for pigs at Thanksgiving Day dinner, longed to have a pig. 

The zoning laws made that impossible in St. Louis. So his parents arranged to have him own a 

pig which lived in Tennessee. He has pictures of his pig. He receives letters from the farmer. . . . 

[He is] making plans to . . . see his pig. This could, perfectly done, make a delightful story.” A 

first draft failed to find its focus but by April of 1958 Nordstrom was pleased enough with 

Stolz’s progress to ask Garth Williams—who as the illustrator of Charlotte’s Web was certainly 

the ultimate choice—to get started on the drawings for Emmett’s Pig. 

 It also happened that a book already on the Harper list might be given a second look—and 

life—as an I Can Read title. This was the case with Amelia Bedelia, which first appeared as a 

picture book in 1963. The author, Peggy Parish, a third-grade teacher at New York’s Dalton 

School, had a special affinity for wordplay, and a professional interest in the challenges posed to 

school-aged children by the myriad nuances of verbal expression. Setting up an unflappable 

authority figure as the comic foil in a gentle farce about jumbled communication was a surefire 

attention-grabber for children just finding their own footing as readers, writers, and social beings. 

Considering that young people typically learn to read in the same year or two that they first 

become capable of getting puns and grasping the double meanings of words, the beginning-

reader format seemed the right one in which to stage Amelia Bedelia’s further adventures. 

 Russell Hoban first approached Harper as an illustrator, with a dummy in hand for a book 

about heavy machinery. Not long afterward, however, his writing talent became evident in the 

manuscript for the imperishable Bedtime for Frances. The first five Frances stories were all 

formatted as picture books. But Hoban’s thoughtful badger child had matured from story to 
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story, and by the sixth book, A Bargain for Frances, it made narrative sense for the format to 

shift to that of a sixty-four–page I Can Read as the one best suited to youngsters who, like 

Frances, had not only outgrown their earliest fears but had also become readers themselves. 

 As America entered the 1960s, the continuing postwar baby boom and rapid growth of 

school libraries greatly benefited children’s book publishers—and the artists and writers they 

championed. After completing his studies at Pratt Institute, Arnold Lobel took a journeyman job 

at a small New York Jewish publishing company while watching for his breakthrough 

opportunity. It came when Harper hired him to illustrate the first Science I Can Read volume, 

Frederick B. Phleger’s Red Tag Comes Back. Published in 1961, Phleger’s book about the life 

cycle of a salmon was the inaugural title in the first of several genre-based I Can Read subseries. 

Post-Sputnik Americans feared their children were falling behind the Soviets not only in basic 

literacy skills but also in scientific knowledge. The new Science I Can Reads addressed not one 

but two national priorities. Among the other special categories were the archly wry Mystery I 

Can Read Books, introduced by Crosby Bonsall in 1963 with The Case of the Hungry Stranger, 

and the stirring History I Can Reads, to which Nathaniel Benchley (son of Robert and father of 

Peter) contributed such classics of their kind as Sam the Minuteman and George the Drummer 

Boy, always driven by his “personal battle . . . to get young people into the habit of reading 

instead of staring at the tube.” In more recent years, the list as a whole would be remapped not 

by subject grouping but rather in terms of developmental readiness levels, as the teaching of 

reading came to be viewed as an ever more finely calibrated science in itself. Thus Eleanor Coerr 

and Bruce Degen’s The Josefina Story Quilt—an account of an American pioneer girl’s western 

journey—was published in 1986 not as a “History I Can Read” but instead as a “Level 3,” to 
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signal that an independent reading experience awaited with “challenging words and more 

complex themes and stories.” 

 Like Crosby Bonsall, folklorist Alvin Schwartz single-handedly masterminded his own I 

Can Read category. A former journalist, Schwartz was nearing mid-career when he compiled 

Scary Stories to Tell in the Dark (1981), a provocative, groundbreaking ghost- and goblin-filled 

folktale collection that proved to be a big hit with preteens. Young people, Schwartz had realized 

(as had many receptive teachers and librarians), had a special fascination for scary stories 

because “they enable[d]” readers to “explore the outer edges of their experience.” Psychoanalyst 

Bruno Bettelheim had helped validate this claim in his international bestseller The Uses of 

Enchantment, as had outspoken authors led by Maurice Sendak. Certain that younger children 

would also welcome a “gentle fright,” Schwartz then recast seven traditional tales in abbreviated 

I Can Read form for In a Dark, Dark Room. During the 1980s, with the rise of organized 

opposition to a variety of children’s books by fundamentalist Christian groups, both of 

Schwartz’s collections became targets for school and library challenges. “The wonderful story 

involves Colorado,” he told an interviewer. “One day there were two parallel articles in one of 

the Denver papers. One piece, which appeared on the front page, announced that In a Dark, Dark 

Room had won the Colorado Children’s Book Award, which is a prize voted on by the children 

themselves. Next to it was a story about a suit that parents in Jefferson County, Colorado, . . . 

were bringing to have the book removed from the library.” 

 Like Russell Hoban, Arnold Lobel developed into a writer at Harper, although unlike Hoban 

he continued to grow as an illustrator as well. By the late 1960s, Lobel was looking for a 

character or characters to be a “mouthpiece for my own feelings,” as he told a New York Times 

reporter of the genesis of the Frog and Toad books: “We had a summer place in Vermont very 
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close to a swamp, and we became intimately related to a number of swamp creatures. . . I knew I 

didn’t want to be bothered by humans. I remember sitting on the front porch rooting around in 

my paper bag of life experiences until I hit upon frogs and toads. They look a good deal alike,” 

he noted, “but are still very different. A frog seems to smile, while a toad is clearly a more 

introverted, slow-moving, worrisome creature.” As a bullied child growing up in Schenectady, 

New York, Lobel had found a refuge of sorts in the innovative children’s television show Kukla, 

Fran and Ollie, in which the first and third title characters were hand puppets with 

complementary personalities. In the background of Frog and Toad Are Friends and its sequels 

were these remembered lifelong companions: earnest, moody Kukla (Toad) and relaxed and 

upbeat Ollie (Frog).  

 Maurice Sendak received a 1962 Caldecott Honor for Little Bear’s Visit. Arnold Lobel won 

a 1971 Caldecott Honor for Frog and Toad Are Friends and a Newbery Honor for Frog and 

Toad Together two years later. By the late 1970s, the beginning-reader genre had clearly 

established itself. Harper and Random House were no longer the only publishers in the game. 

Macmillan, Greenwillow, Lothrop, and Crown now all fielded comparable series. 

 Both the genre and market were changing in other ways too. Led by Little Bear, the first 

paperback I Can Reads appeared in Spring1978. In the 1990s, the search for developmentally 

appropriate material aimed at helping preschoolers prepare for the learning that lay ahead led to 

books like Alyssa Capucilli and Pat Schories’s Biscuit—a “My First I Can Read” book and its 

many popular sequels. As publishing for young readers became more character- and license-

driven generally, it was not surprising to find more and more favorite picture-book 

protagonists—Mercer Mayer’s Little Critter, Jane O’Connor’s Fancy Nancy, and James Dean’s 

Pete the Cat, among others—morphing into I Can Read characters as well.  
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 Less than a year before the I Can Read Books reached their sixtieth birthday in 2017, Danny 

and the Dinosaur became one of several early series titles to warmly establish itself with readers 

in China. It’s too bad that we cannot know the exact words with which Ursula Nordstrom would 

surely have expressed her astonishment. Nordstrom would not have been surprised to see that so 

many of the more than six hundred I Can Read titles published over the past sixty years have had 

an uncommonly long shelf life. Writing to Virginia Haviland about Little Bear at the very start of 

Harper’s splendid experiment, Nordstrom in effect explained why: “We think that this book will 

fill a real need and we hope that you will like the words and pictures as much as we do . . . There 

is not a comma and not a space between the lines over which we have not worried! The author 

and the artist have done their best to make it right for the children.” 

 

Leonard S. Marcus is one of the world’s most respected historians of children’s books and the 

people who create them. 

 


